
Install and
uninstall software

remotely

Erase all data remotely
in case of Loss or theft 

Meets all company sizes and
does not require a specialist

Zero infrastructure
 investment

Ensures the
compliance of your

environment 

Know where all 
your IT assets are 

(Google Maps) 

Control the usage limits
 of all IT assets 

Integration and auditing of
Active Directory Directory

Always know what are
 happening in your 

environment

Identify which equipments
 are slow in your ambient
 and what are the causes
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The proposal is to offer a complete IT Asset Management
service in Cloud extremely easy, automatic, fast and low cost,
accessible to all sizes of companies, without the need of a
specialist and without investments in infrastructure.
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How it works

IT Asset Management in Cloud 
with Geolocation

Through a resident Agent, Easy Inventory automatically
collects hardware and software data from your equipment.1

2The data are sent to a cloud server and immediately
available ona personalized website for consultation and
management of yourassets.

The Main Differentials

It allows you to consult details of:

Hardware and Software Settings 

Installed software licenses

Location of physical equipment(Geolocation)

Geolocation
of all assets (Notebooks,

Smartphones and Desktops) 

Automatic Alerts
(Sw and Hw Changes)

Cloud service with immediate
implementation 

Easy to use. The training
takes less than 2 hours
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Geolocation

Geofence

All equipment (Servers, Desktops,
Laptops, Tablets and Smartphones)
will have their physical location
registered, making this data accessible
in reports and specific graphics
(Google Maps) or to export in Excel.

Unlimited fences can be created, with multiple locations, whenever a device
(Windows and Android) leaves or enters the defined perimeters, an Alert will
be registered and sent by e-mail to a responsible person. Allowing total control
over the movement of all assets. 

Traceability

All equipment (Servers, Desktops, Laptops, Tablets and Smartphones) will be
tracked daily and permanently, our records will show the geolocation of the
last 6 months. 

It is not necessary to install any hardware with GPS on those desktops and
notebooks, the identification of Geolocation is done entirely by software.

Automatic Alerts
Automatic alerts will be set up so that you receive notifications (emails) as soon
as changes deemed critical are detected, such as: changes in hw, installation or
uninstallation of Sw, Geofence limits, slow equipment, CPU consumption,
space in disc, expiration of warranty, contracts and much more. 

This resource becomes indispensable for IT Asset Management, as it is
impossible to know precisely the changes that occurred in the environment
manually.
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We show the use of licenses identifying all irregularities. You will be able to
control the expiration and costs of all licenses. It is possible to identify the
installed and unused licenses (Sw metering),allowing the relocation or
uninstallation of them, optimizing costs. 

Unauthorized software and Apps (Blacklist) will be identified, improving users
productivity

Remote Access

With Easy Inventory you can install and uninstall software on a massive scale,
creating standards for your entire company quickly and efficiently, even if the
equipment is outside your local network.

It also enables you to set up installation and uninstallation by equipment
groups.

Software Deploy

It will be possible to remotely access via the Internet or local network, share
the desktop, conference online through a chat room, and also transfer files
between the connected equipment.

With this feature you will be able to generate savings in time and travel costs,
increasing productivity.

Software License Control (SAM)

The Rest API is a set of web services that provide an interface to query the
information contained in the Easy Inventory database. 

With this feature, you can access any Easy Inventory data to integrate into any
database in your company, such as CMDB, BI, Power BI, ERP and much more.

API
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For Servers, Laptops and Desktops: our Agent will permanently capture the
CPU and memory usage of all equipment, showing those with critical
performance or overloaded. 
With this information, it will be possible to identify slow equipment, show the
root cause of eventual equipment slowdown and the maximum and average
CPU temperature will also be shown.

Performance Analysis

The proposal of the messenger service is to evolve the ease of communication
in your company. More direct than an e-mail and with more possibilities of
visualizations and configurations, the biggest difference is that through this
solution, the user sees the newsletters directly on his desktop, bringing him
closer to the information.

Term of Responsibility
The digital Term of Responsibility brings several advantages to the companies.

Firstly, efficiency is increased, since paper documentation takes time and
resources to store, organize and retrieve. With the digital version, documents
can be easily accessed, shared, and securely archived. Meeting one of the
requirements of the LGPD.

Messaging

Through the Linear method, the depreciation of the Assets will be
permanently calculated, where through a specific report the status of the
depreciation (total or pending with the balance) will be shown.

Depreciation
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Single Sign-On (SSO) is an authentication and authorization method that allows
a user to log in with a single ID. It is a tool that gives more convenience and
security to the day to day, integrated with your AD (Active Directory).

SSO Login Authentication

Supply Control

Contract Control
Any type of contract can be registered, including with suppliers, with the main
data: start/end dates, values, etc. and also attach a scanned copy. 

An Alert will be generated 30 days in advance notifying you of the expiration.

Details of all IT supplies, stock quantities, minimum stock, and stock levels.

With specific areas to register incoming and outgoing supplies, registration of
supply types and various stock locations.

Unique alert for when the minimum stock falls below the defined limit.

Peripherals Discovery

With this feature will be identified all equipment that have some IP in your
network, as well as equipment such as routers, printers, scanners, IP phones,
will be shown and can be classified and sent to the registration of peripherals
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Characteristics
Cloud Service

"Lightweight" agent generating low CPU and traffic 
consumption and traffic when sending data

Accurately inventories hw and sw data in seconds

Environments: Windows, Linux, MacOS, Chrome, iOS and 
Android

Makes the Geolocation and traceability of all 
equipment (Laptops, Desktops and Servers)

Electronic Fence

More than 30 automatic alerts

Software license control (SAM)

Control the expiration of software licenses

Software metering

Points out the use of prohibited softwares (Blacklist)

Software Deploy, install on a local network or over
 the Internet

Remote Access

API for integration with any external system

Identifies equipment with low performance and the 
causes of slowdowns

Allows unlimited listing of administrative fields

Allows unlimited cataloging of peripherals:
printers, routers, scanners, Ips phones

Allows unlimited PDF and JPG file uploads to
document all assets

Performs integration and auditing on
Microsoft AD users

SSO Login Authentication

Controls the equipment in stock and 
maintenance

It controls contracts, with expiration alerts

Controls the expiration of the equipment's
warranty

Supply Control

Control the depreciation of all equipment

Controls preventive maintenance

Controls the physical health of the disks

Multi-company

Dashboard with various reports and graphs

BitLocker Status Control

Secure Boot Status Control

Controls thefts and robberies of equipment or 
components

Allows remote formatting of equipment 
in case of loss or theft

USB Lock

Term of responsibility

Messaging

English, Portuguese and Spanish versions
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More than 500 clients
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Secretaria da Saúde
UBSs - 71 munícipios



www.linkedin.com/company/easyinventory/

Request a free trial in
your environment

with an immediate implementation
Being a Cloud service we implement extremely fast without the need

for an infrastructure

Easy to use
No need for an expert

The training takes no more than 2 hours

ZERO investment in infrastructure

www.easyinventory.com.br
Visit our website and learn more

@easyinventory+55 11 93935-9070

contato1@pointware.com.br

http://www.linkedin.com/company/easyinventory/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/easyinventory/
https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=5511939359070

